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THE CONSCIOUS PROFESSIONAL
T R A N S F O R M  Y O U R  L I F E  A T  W O R K

"The Conscious Professional  

provides a practical path to  

building one’s own leadership  

capabilities." 

     - Frances Hesselbein 

       President and CEO of the Frances Hesselbein

Leadership Institute, former CEO, Girl Scouts of the USA,

Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient 

 

"The Conscious Professional is an elegantly crafted guide

to getting the most out of your professional life. This is a

book you will want to come back to again and again

throughout your life and career."  

     - Eric Meade 

       President of Whole Mind Strategy Group 

 

"I was blown away. In today’s world very little exceeds

expectations, this book does." 

     - Evan Manée 

       Director of Human Capital, AIM Labs, LCC

A U T H O R  A V A I L A B I L I T Y
Group Workshop | Keynote | Appearance | Q&A | Guest Article

Thought Leadership | Book Signing | Webinar | Podcast



ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jessica Hartung is on a

mission to grow more ethical,

effective, and self-aware

leaders at work to benefit our

communities, neighborhoods,

and families.  

 

Twenty years ago she

founded Integrated Work, a

leadership development firm

that builds the leaders our

society needs through real-

world work experiences. 

 

She has coached hundreds of

purpose-driven professionals

with practical strategies to

integrate who they are with

what they do, helping them

deliberately grow to become

the leader their purpose

needs. 

THE CONSCIOUS PROFESSIONAL
T R A N S F O R M  Y O U R  L I F E  A T  W O R K

OVERVIEW
If you want to learn more on the job and be developed,

personally and professionally, you are not alone.  87% of

millennials say development is important in their job, yet

many organizations can’t provide customized, meaningful

development to their employees. 

 

Forward-thinking professionals of all ages and all levels

know that having a mindset of learning helps you to stay

relevant, innovative, and creating at the top of your game.

So, instead of waiting for others to provide opportunities

for professional growth, you can create your own —

immediately. 

 

In The Conscious Professional, Jessica Hartung outlines the

micro-identity shifts that turn work into a learning

laboratory—helping to build the leadership capacity

needed to solve our workplace’s and world’s most

challenging problems. 

 

Jessica’s unique approach utilizes “real-time leadership

development,” using actual work challenges as the case

study to grow new levels of leadership. Written for

mission-driven leaders at all levels, The Conscious

Professional demonstrates how the next great change in

work will not be a technological jump or an engagement

initiative, but a leap in human mindfulness, self-directed

development, and intentional collaboration.
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